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The Australian Government established the Home Affairs Portfolio in December 2017, with the Australian Security 
Intelligence Organisation joining in May 2018. The Portfolio’s establishment integrated key elements of Australia’s 
national security and intelligence community to more effectively manage and meet the threats of today’s world, while 
retaining the statutory and operational independence of all Portfolio agencies. 

The Portfolio’s structure enables more effective strategic planning and coordination, facilitates greater information and 
intelligence sharing, and enlivens opportunities to streamline common administrative functions. In doing so, we are 
able to effectively bolster the operational capabilities of each Portfolio agency. 

Home Affairs: The First Three Years outlines how the integration and alignment of our capabilities, expertise and 
powers have enabled our achievements to date. It sets out how we have delivered on Australian Government priorities 
with results that matter and provides an analysis of future challenges and opportunities in our operating environment. 
Since establishment, we have harnessed our collective strengths to achieve our enduring purpose—an Australia that 
is Prosperous, Secure and United. We have achieved significant productivity gains across various Portfolio functions, 
including enhanced border clearance systems, reduced citizenship processing times and improved efficiencies. 
Across the Portfolio, our delivery of common administrative services has effectively reduced costs while improving 
the delivery of front line services to the Australian community. We have proactively managed increasingly complex 
security challenges, while at the same time benefiting from an open and globally-connected economy. 

The COVID-19 pandemic has dramatically impacted all Australians. However, it has not altered Home Affairs’ focus on 
delivering against our 10 key strategic priorities. The Portfolio’s scale, collective strength and agility enables us to play 
a leading role in responding to the challenges that Australia faces. We continue to deliver the Portfolio’s core business 
for all Australians as we support economic and social recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic.

Our capability and agile state of readiness was demonstrated through the significant contributions of  
Emergency Management Australia, with support from across Home Affairs, to the Australian Government 
response to the 2019–20 bushfires.  
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Most recently, Home Affairs has been key to the non-health whole-of-Government response to protecting our 
country and community from the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic. Drawing again on our scale, operational 
strengths and agility, we have demonstrated our ability to respond rapidly to crises by playing a lead role in 
ensuring Australians’ safety. Notable work in this regard has related to bringing at-risk Australians back home 
safely, and swiftly implementing appropriate border control measures to protect the Australian community from 
COVID-19. Leveraging our existing partnerships across the Australian Public Service, we will nurture greater 
collaboration with government agencies to deliver more effective outcomes for the Australian public. 

We have fostered greater prosperity by adopting new capabilities and enhancing opportunities for individuals, 
business and industry with new technologies, stable financial systems and a more secure cyber space. Similarly, 
Home Affairs has facilitated more efficient trade and travel, and managed migration in a manner that promotes 
the greatest social and economic benefit to Australia. We continue to ensure Australia remains a safe place 
to live, invest, study, work and do business, while our efforts to promote prosperity and social cohesion have 
strengthened Australia’s cultural dynamism. These same efforts will continue to protect the democratic freedoms, 
values and institutions that underpin our society and support our cultural diversity. 

Much has been achieved in our first three years. However, more will be done to harness future opportunities 
and prepare for emerging threats. The Portfolio will bolster Australia’s economic resilience, competitiveness and 
prosperity through the Global Business and Talent Attraction Taskforce. To further aid economic growth, we will 
ensure a safe, selective and gradual re-opening of Australia’s borders with appropriate mitigations that safeguard 
the health and safety of all Australians. Using our established partnerships, committed workforce, new digital and 
technological opportunities, and unique policy and operational functions, Home Affairs will build on our successes 
and continue to support an Australia that is Prosperous, Secure and United. 

We commend the work of our staff over our first three years and look forward to continued collaboration as a 
Portfolio into the future. 
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The Home Affairs Portfolio brings together the Department of Home Affairs (the Department), the Australian Border 
Force (ABF), the Australian Federal Police (AFP), the Australian Criminal Intelligence Commission (ACIC) including the 
Australian Institute of Criminology (AIC), the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation (ASIO), and the Australian 
Transaction Reports and Analysis Centre (AUSTRAC). 

The achievements against our key priorities within Home Affairs: The First Three Years demonstrate the interdependent 
nature of the Portfolio’s three purposes—Prosperity, Security and Unity. All of the Portfolio’s functions and activities 
contribute to these purposes, and all three are inextricably linked in how they are achieved. The Portfolio’s structure 
facilitates collaboration and sustained joint-agency efforts across and towards the delivery of these purposes.

Through our unique capabilities, powers and activities we contribute to Australia’s 
prosperity by enabling a globally connected and open economy and society.

PROSPEROUS

Together we will protect Australia and Australians from key national  
security and criminal threats.

SECURE

We celebrate Australia’s multicultural society and safeguard our democracy  
by building community resilience and engendering respect for Australia’s 

shared values and institutions, our way of life and the rule of law.

UNITED

INTRODUCTION
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We are responsible for managing migration and visa programs in a manner that maximises the cultural and economic 
benefits of immigration. Accordingly, we will support Australia’s economic recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic 
by ensuring the retention of skilled work for critical sectors and facilitating investment and innovation. In line with the 
Australian Government’s expectations for efficient delivery of services, we have achieved year-on-year improvements  
to productivity in the delivery of the visa program, meeting steadily growing demand with increased efficiency of 
decision making. This has been achieved by encouraging the uptake of online lodgement, continually improving 
systems and processes, and increasingly consolidating visa processing into ‘hubs’ that are able to achieve improved 
efficiency, consistency and integrity outcomes.

In our first three years, Home Affairs:
• launched the Global Talent Visa Program in November 2019 as a streamlined visa pathway for highly skilled professionals  

to work and live permanently in Australia, while making meaningful contributions to Australia’s economic prosperity

• committed to increasingly digital, convenient and personalised service delivery, with online visa applications growing from  
88 to 96 per cent between 2017–18 and 2019–20, and growing visits to the Department’s redesigned website

• consolidated three Departmental call centres in London, Ottawa and Sydney in March 2018 to a single onshore contracted 
service provider and subsequently reduced call wait time by over 700 per cent and decreased complaints by 53 per cent 

• developed and deployed 72 new predictive analytic models in 2019 to increase the detection of non-genuine visa 
applications and identify immigration non-compliance indicators in the Student, Visitor, Electronic Travel Authority and 
Working Holiday visa programs

• trialled an online Virtual Assistant (VA) to support clients to quickly find relevant information online, with responses to 
over 210,000 immigration and citizenship enquiries and subsequent expansion to assist clients with enquiries relating to 
COVID-19 border restrictions 

• continued successful delivery of the Migration Program under adjusted policy settings despite significant impacts due to 
the COVID-19 pandemic and associated travel restrictions. These initiatives included implementing a series of measures to 
support temporary visa holders, protect the health of the community, safeguard job opportunities for Australians, support 
critical sectors and assist with economic recovery post-COVID-19.

MANAGE MIGRATION

Prosperous
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The Portfolio, through the ABF, facilitates cross-border trade and travel and leads the Australian Government’s customs 
and border modernisation agenda to deliver seamless, secure and digital systems and services. The ABF plays a 
critical role in preventing, deterring and detecting the unlawful importation or exportation of prohibited goods. We are 
continuously adapting and managing existing pressures by leading trade facilitation, compliance and enforcement 
reforms. As Australia’s customs service, the ABF also focuses on maintaining the integrity of our trading environment 
to ensure positive trading experiences for compliant traders, enhance Commonwealth revenue collection, and enable 
Australian businesses to grow and prosper. 

In our first three years, Home Affairs:
• facilitated over $1 trillion in exports and  nearly $900 billion in imports that relied on the Portfolio’s systems and 

channels, with over 15 million import and export entries since 1 January 2018

FACILITATE TRADE AND  
RECOVERY OF TRAVEL

In 2017–18, 2018–19 and 2019–20, the Portfolio has collected  
$60 billion in Customs duty, import processing charges, passenger 
movements charges and visa application charges.
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• detained  thousands of consignments of PPE destined for offshore users and provided them to the National Medical 
Stockpile to ensure essential supplies stayed within Australia for the benefit of the Australian community

• enhanced legitimate traveller systems and technology through the implementation of biometrically-enabled 
SmartGates—a $96.3 million ‘Seamless Traveller’ initiative which allows streamlined, self-processing of air travellers’ 
clearance, reduces airport congestion and improves traveller experience 

• expanded the Australian Trusted Trader Program to foster partnerships with industry, boost trade competition, 
alleviate regulatory burden at the border and enable the ABF to better focus its resources at the border, with 777  
accredited businesses at 30 September 2020 that are responsible for nearly one fifth of Australia’s trade by value 

Detained consignments of PPE (March–October 2020)

2678 
Disposable Face Masks

23 
Disposable Gowns

196 
Hand Sanitizer

69 
Alcohol Wipes

31 
Goggles, Glasses 

or Eye Visors

359 
Disposable Gloves

6 
Test Kits

P
P
E

• chaired the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) Business Mobility Group in 2019 with the aim of facilitating 
legitimate travel for business through the APEC Business Travel Card Scheme and supported the exchange of 
information between member economies on regulatory regimes and immigration processes

• facilitated the entry of millions of short term visitors to Australia, growing significantly from 2017 to 2019 before 
border closures reduced arrivals to very low levels of essential travellers and repatriations throughout the COVID-19 
shock in 2020. 

Growth of accredited Trusted Traders
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Secure

FIGHT CRIME

We lead Australian Government efforts to detect, deter and respond to criminal actors operating both onshore and 
offshore who wish to do harm to Australia. The establishment of the Home Affairs Portfolio has enabled stronger and 
more integrated strategy, policy and operations to counter the growing threat of criminal activity. We deliver a range of 
coordinated national law enforcement functions, including outcomes related to financial crime (anti-money laundering, 
counter-terrorism financing, financial intelligence and combatting Commonwealth fraud), tackling child exploitation and 
abuse, minimising the prevalence of illicit drugs, targeting transnational, serious and organised crime and reducing the 
prevalence of modern slavery and human trafficking in Australia and our supply chains. 

In our first three years, Home Affairs:
• detected Australia’s largest ever onshore methamphetamine (ice) seizure, worth more than $1 billion in June 2019, 

leading to three people being charged over the importation of more than 1.6 tonnes of illicit drugs—equal to almost 
16 million drug deals 

• strengthened the Commonwealth framework for child sexual abuse offences and addressed difficulties that 
operational agencies face in investigating and prosecuting new child sexual abuse-related trends, including child like 
sex dolls, through the Combatting Child Sexual Exploitation Legislation Amendment Act 2019

• worked with the Attorney-General’s Department to further strengthen the Commonwealth framework of child sex 
offences through the Crimes Legislation Amendment (Sexual Crimes Against Children and Community Protection 
Measures) Act 2020, inserting several new offences into the Criminal Code Act 1995, increasing maximum 
penalties, including up to life imprisonment, and introducing mandatory minimum sentences for serious and repeat 
Commonwealth child sex offences

• provided Document Verification Services to over 140 government agencies and 1400 businesses during 2020 as 
demand increased significantly during national COVID-19 response efforts

• finalised agreement to a $700 million penalty in June 2018 for the Commonwealth Bank of Australia to resolve 
proceedings in the Federal Court of Australia relating to 53,750 breaches of the Anti-Money Laundering and 
Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act), and a $1.3 billion penalty for Westpac Banking Corporation in 
September 2020 in response to over 23 million contraventions of the AML/CTF Act 

• developed consistent response approaches to the production, importation and distribution of drugs into and across 
Australia, including leading the Whole of Government Drugs Strategy and the Home Affairs Portfolio Illicit Drug 
Action Plan, announced on 20 November 2019
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Secure

AUSTRAC’s enforcement action concurrent with the Royal Commission  
into Financial Services, has driven the financial services industry to  
re-evaluate its compliance with Australia’s anti-money laundering and  
counter-terrorism financing regime. This change has translated into a significant 
increase in reporting of transactions and compliance breaches, including:

• a 258 per cent increase in the reporting of suspicious financial 
activity since 2016–17 (to 265,459 reports in 2019–20), and

• a 53 per cent increase in the reporting of international transfers 
since 2016–17 (to more than 165 million reports in 2019–20).

• established the AFP-led Australian Centre for Countering Child Exploitation in 2018 to ensure a consistent, holistic and 
coordinated response to combat child exploitation, bringing together specialist expertise, non-government organisations, 
industry, academic bodies and law enforcement partners in Australia and overseas 

• enhanced Australia’s ability to disrupt and dismantle criminal business models through the establishment and 
continued implementation of the 2018 National Strategy to Fight Transnational Serious and Organised Crime 

• supported the financial services industry to re-evaluate its compliance with the AML/CTF Act, concurrent with the 
Royal Commission into Misconduct in the Banking, Superannuation and Financial Services Industry, leading to a  
258 per cent increase in reports of suspicious financial activity since 2016–17 (265,459 reports in 2019–20) and a 
53 per cent increase in reports of international transfers since 2016–17 (over 165 million reports in 2019–20)

• empowered the ABF to immediately dispose of and destroy prohibited tobacco when it is seized at the border under 
the Customs Amendment (Immediate Destruction of Illicit Tobacco) Act 2019 which took effect from 3 October 2019 

• affirmed Australia’s international leadership role in combating modern slavery in global supply chains through our 
continued implementation of the Modern Slavery Act 2018, development of the National Action Plan to Combat 
Modern Slavery 2020–25 and hosted Australia’s first Modern Slavery Conference for over 400 delegates from  
18 countries and a range of international keynote speakers from foreign governments and global businesses.
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Our efforts to protect Australia’s air and maritime borders support the economy by ensuring optimal conditions for 
the secure movement of people and goods over our borders and boosting Australia’s international competitiveness 
as a trading nation. Since establishment, we have enhanced frontline border law enforcement and customs policies 
to protect the integrity of Australia’s borders. While 2020 saw unprecedented travel restrictions as a result of the 
COVID-19 pandemic, Australia’s borders did not close entirely and threats to our borders remained prominent.  
Our focus on international partnerships helps to secure and protect our extensive coastline and vast Economic 
Exclusive Zone. Through Operation Sovereign Borders, the ABF continues to disrupt maritime people smugglers  
and prevent the loss of life at sea through strong border protection measures. 

In our first three years, Home Affairs:
• established the Illicit Tobacco Taskforce on 1 July 2018 as part of the Australian Government’s Black  

Economy Package, as an ABF-led, multi-agency taskforce comprised of the Department, ACIC, AUSTRAC,  
the Commonwealth Director of Public Prosecutions and the Australian Taxation Office, with detections of  
undeclared tobacco imports representing approximately $426 million in evaded revenue

• increased year-on-year detections of conventional firearms, parts and accessories, rising to 2541 detections in 
2019–20 from 2007 in 2017–18. From 1 January 2018 to 30 September 2020 we detected over 67,000 major illicit 
drugs and precursors and over 1500 tonnes of illicit tobacco

SECURE THE AIR AND MARITIME BORDER
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• played a key role repatriating over 19,600 Australians and New Zealand citizens, including 700 people from  
Wuhan and Tokyo following disembarkation from the Diamond Princess, and the rapid stand-up of quarantine 
facilities at North West Point and Howard Springs

• successfully deterred irregular migration, while reducing the regional processing population in Nauru and Papua New 
Guinea to 291 in September 2020, from 1911 at 1 January 2018 

• strengthened port security through the use of enhanced aviation and maritime security identification cards, finalised 
in May 2019 with improved security features to make cards easier to verify, harder to replicate and more protective 
of card holders’ identities

• collaborated with the ABF, AFP, the Australian Defence Force and NSW Police in August 2020 to detect Australia’s 
largest cocaine shipment—1.8 tonnes of cocaine off the coast of Newcastle with a street value of approximately 
$850 million 

• significantly strengthened aviation security processes following the successful disruption of a 2017 Sydney terrorist 
attack plot, including piece-level screening of all international air cargo regardless of destination, mobile boarding 
passes for all flights, additional explosive and firearm detector dog capabilities, and sophisticated new security 
screening equipment 

• supported wildlife authorities through Operation BLIZZARD to execute seven search warrants against suspected 
illegal traders across Australia, and conducted 51 wildlife compliance inspections that resulted in 17 detections of 
non-compliance.
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We have enhanced coordination of counter-terrorism through national efforts to secure the safety of Australians and 
strengthen Commonwealth, state, and territory capability to respond to and recover from terrorism events. Through 
the Commonwealth Counter-Terrorism Coordination Centre and the Australia-New Zealand Counter-Terrorism 
Committee (ANZCTC), we are updating Australia’s 2015 national Counter Terrorism Strategy to reflect changes in the 
strategic environment and Australia’s evolving approach to addressing the threat of terrorism. The National Intelligence 
Community Counter-Terrorism Discovery Program is proactively identifying new threats and the National Security 
Hotline provides a single point of contact to report possible signs of terrorist activity. Our Joint Counter Terrorism 
Teams in each capital city continue to be critical national assets in Australia’s fight against terrorism. 

In our first three years, Home Affairs:
• chaired the first Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)-Australia Counter-Terrorism Conference on  

17 March 2018, leading to the Memorandum of Understanding between ASEAN and Australia on Co-operation  
to Counter International Terrorism

• strengthened our counter-terrorism capability through the Counter-Terrorism Legislation Amendment Act 2018, 
which included extending the operation of the control order regime, preventative detention order regime, declared 
area offences, and stop, search, and seize powers, and the Telecommunications and Other Legislation Amendment 
(Assistance and Access) Act 2018, which provided police and security agencies with the contemporary framework to 
work in the increasingly complex digital environment, while maintaining significant safeguards and oversight

• established the National Intelligence Community Counter-Terrorism Discovery Program, consisting of embedded 
officers from ASIO, AFP, ACIC, AUSTRAC and the Department

• provided resources, support and 15 additional AFP members to provide investigations, intelligence, forensics and 
other specialist support to the Sri Lanka Police following the coordinated 2019 Sri Lanka Easter bombings

• supported the introduction of the temporary exclusion orders scheme to delay Australians of counter-terrorism 
interest from re-entering Australia under the Counter-Terrorism (Temporary Exclusion Orders) Act 2019

• co-hosted the fifth Counter-Terrorism Financing Summit, with the Philippines’ Anti-Money Laundering Council and 
the Indonesian Financial Transaction Reports and Analysis Centre, in November 2019 in the Philippines, bringing 
together more than 350 global leaders and specialists in financial intelligence from 29 countries 

• worked with Australian Communications and Media Authority, Civil Aviation Safety Authority, and states and 
territories to develop the inaugural ANZCTC Counter-Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems (C-RPAS) Procedures 
Manual in accordance with the Radiocommunications Act 1992 and Civil Aviation Safety Regulations 1998.

COUNTER-TERRORISM
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We are responsible for coordinating the whole-of-government approach to cyber security and lead the national effort to 
safeguard Australia’s critical infrastructure against sabotage, espionage and coercion. This includes policy development, 
coordination and industry regulation, and working closely with states and territories to strengthen their cyber security 
capabilities. Through the Critical Infrastructure Centre, we work with owners, operators and state and territory regulators 
to identify and mitigate risks across all critical infrastructure sectors and ensure they are resilient in the face of all-hazards. 

In our first three years, Home Affairs:
• delivered Industry Summits in October 2018 in Sydney, November 2019 in Melbourne and virtually in November 2020 to 

strategically engage with industry on Portfolio-wide issues including cyber security, customs and border modernisation, 
national resilience and combatting modern slavery, with up to 500 delegates representing senior leaders of industry, 
government, diplomatic corps and academia at each event

• conducted over 1400 national security risk assessments in support of Australia’s foreign investment screening process, 
with over 600 in 2019–20 alone, providing an avenue through which we can put in place mitigations to address national 
security risks identified in foreign investment, acquisition and ownership of Australia’s critical infrastructure

SECURE CYBER SYSTEMS,  
CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE AND 
SYSTEMS OF NATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE
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AFP’s week of global action in November 2019 involved domestic law 
enforcement, Europol and Eurojust, and law enforcement agencies in  
16 countries� Eighty-five search warrants were issued, resulting in  
13 arrests and 434 items seized�

• worked with states and territories to develop Australia’s first Cyber Incident Management Arrangements for  
inter-jurisdictional coordination arrangements and principles for cooperation in response to national cyber incidents, 
as agreed to by COAG on 12 December 2018

• implemented the Security of Critical Infrastructure Act 2018 in April 2018 with measures to protect assets in the 
electricity, water, gas and ports sectors from espionage, sabotage and foreign interference and provide greater 
visibility of foreign ownership and control

• coordinated  a week of global action in November 2019 involving domestic law enforcement, Europol and  
Eurojust, and law enforcement agencies in 16 countries, with 85 search warrants issued, resulting in 13 arrests  
and 434 items seized

• established the Supermarket Taskforce on 18 March 2020 within the Department to bring together major 
supermarkets, relevant peak bodies and representatives from state and territory governments to resolve 
supermarket issues in the COVID-19 pandemic

• developed Australia’s Cyber Security Strategy 2020 and the Protecting Critical Infrastructure and Systems of National 
Significance Consultation Paper in support of Australia’s cyber security and critical infrastructure resilience.
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The Portfolio supports national resilience through the effective coordination of national emergency preparedness, 
response efforts and recovery assistance. This includes working across all governments and with the private sector 
to coordinate national emergency management capabilities and programs that enhance Australia’s ability to reduce 
the impact of disasters on Australian communities and ensure they can recover and thrive in their aftermath. The 
2019–20 bushfires and COVID-19 pandemic demonstrated how large-scale crises can have pervasive and cascading 
impacts across multiple sectors of our society. The Department’s Crisis Coordination Centre provides 24/7 whole-of-
government all-hazards situational awareness to inform national decision-making during a crisis.

In our first three years, Home Affairs: 
• established the National Resilience Taskforce to lead national reforms to reduce the impact and financial burden of 

disasters on the community and economy, with contributions from numerous government agencies at all levels and 
relevant non-government organisations 

• eleven disaster events were notified under Disaster Recovery Funding Arrangements and National Disaster Relief 
and Recovery Arrangements, with over $370 million of assistance provided under these financial assistance 
arrangements

• delivered $26.1 million in targeted investments to states and territories through the Preparing Australia Package, 
announced in December 2018, including to the National Aerial Firefighting Centre, next generation National Fire Danger 
Rating System, trialling a Public Safety Mobile Broadband capability and ensuring availability of the national Emergency 
Alert System

• established the National Coordination Mechanism to coordinate nationally consistent approaches to non-health 
planning and response challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic, which included more than 140 meetings across  
30 sectors, cross-jurisdictional efforts for supply chain vulnerabilities, support to vulnerable people, and access to 
essential goods and services in light of cross-border controls

• stood-up the Mental Health Policy Taskforce to progress longer-term initiatives to support the mental health of 
emergency services personnel, including the design and development of the first mental health national action plan to 
improve mental health outcomes of these personnel

• supported the Victorian Aged Care Response Centre following outbreaks in Victorian aged care facilities, with multi-
disciplinary teams providing in-person prevention visits for infection control and prevention measures to all 679 
metropolitan and regional aged care facilities

• produced intelligence reports and assessments on various topics during the COVID-19 pandemic, with 328 COVID-19 
intelligence products produced at 30 September 2020.

MANAGE EMERGENCIES  
AND BUILD RESILIENCE
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United

SOCIAL COHESION

Home Affairs enhances Australia’s social cohesion, advocates for a successful multicultural Australia and supports 
all Australians to remain engaged in the mutual obligations of active citizenship through positive engagements with 
community, education and training and employment. This includes enhancing citizenship, resettlement, multicultural 
and community engagement programs. Australia’s social cohesion is also a primary enabler of our national security, 
and makes us more resilient against terrorism, violent extremist ideologies and ethno-religious intolerance.  
The Department is the national lead agency for countering violent extremism, working with state and territory 
stakeholders to prevent violent extremism, while managing the response to individuals at risk, or those who have  
been convicted of violent extremism. 

In our first three years, Home Affairs:
•  improved  the efficiency of Australia’s Citizenship Program between 2017–18 and 2019–20, with citizenship 

conferral acquisitions rising 154 per cent to 204,817 new citizens. The proportion of citizenship applications online 
increased to 83 per cent, with over 87,000 applicants acquiring citizenship through online ceremonies between 
March and September 2020
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United

• delivered over 11,000 engagements through the Community Liaison Officer Network, including extensive 
engagements to support newly settled refugee communities in Queensland following the February 2019 flood 
disaster, and Islamic communities across Australia following the March 2019 Christchurch terrorist attacks

• implemented $71 million worth of social cohesion initiatives to support young humanitarian entrants, grants to  
42 organisations to assist newly arrived migrants and administration of the Community Languages Schools 
Multicultural Grants Program to help young Australians learn another language and connect to the languages of  
their community

• developed the cross-Portfolio Fostering Integration Grants package to support social cohesion initiatives that foster 
belonging and breakdown barriers to economic participation, with grants valued at $9.3 million awarded to 225 
organisations in 2019 

• strengthened the Australian citizenship test from 15 November 2020 through the addition of new questions on 
Australian values to ensure our newest citizens are committed to the values that unite us as Australians

• led Australian Government efforts to identify, assess and make recommendations to counter COVID-19 
misinformation, disinformation and scams, with over 80 reports and 280 referrals to digital industry and law 
enforcement agencies since March 2020, and implemented a dedicated website to communicate key COVID-19 
information in up to 63 languages.
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We manage Australia’s Refugee and Humanitarian Program in line with Australian Government priorities and our 
international protection obligations to ensure Australia supports the world’s most vulnerable people through the 
resettlement of refugees. The Department’s humanitarian pathways are orderly and robust, and ensure support for 
those most in need. Australia is proud to offer one of the world’s most generous resettlement programs, on both an 
absolute and per capita basis.

In our first three years, Home Affairs:
•  delivered over 1000 Community Support Program grants since January 2018 to support humanitarian applicants 

become financially self-sufficient within 12 months of arrival by linking them with employers and providing support in 
lodging visa applications

• appointed the Commonwealth Coordinator-General for Migrant Services in late 2019 to work across 
government and with stakeholders to drive better settlement outcomes, including a lead role in the reform of the 
Commonwealth’s contribution to English language acquisition for migrants and refugees

• reconnected the settlement services function to immigration, migrant services and citizenship, streamlining the  
end-to-end immigration experience with a view to further strengthen integration outcomes and ensure Australia 
builds on its cohesive social and civic foundations

• improved English language skills among new migrants through the Adult Migrant English Program, transferred to the 
Department in 2019, assisting them to successfully and confidently participate in Australian society

• worked with regional communities across all levels of government to increase the number of humanitarian entrants 
settled in regional Australia

MANAGE REFUGEE AND 
HUMANITARIAN ISSUES
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• increased  the proportion of vulnerable women and children included in the Humanitarian Program, from 13 per cent 
in 2017–18 to 21 per cent in 2019–20. 
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We have strengthened our ability to ensure independent decision-making, the integrity of our public institutions 
and the public’s confidence in our ability to protect Australia’s sovereignty. Through the National Counter Foreign 
Interference Coordinator, we lead a coordinated national effort across Australian governments, with the private and 
civil sectors, wider community and international partners, to strengthen Australia’s response to foreign interference 
and build resilience in the parts of our society that are most at risk. Australia will continue to be targeted by malicious 
foreign actors who seek to influence our social, economic and security policies and spread misinformation and divisive 
messaging through social and traditional media. We will work with Australian governments and the community to 
safeguard our way of life against foreign interference. 

In our first three years, Home Affairs:
• enhanced Commonwealth legislative defences to foreign interference through the National Security Legislation 

Amendment (Espionage and Foreign Interference) Act 2018, the Foreign Influence Transparency Scheme Act 2018, 
the Security of Critical Infrastructure Act 2018 and the Electoral Funding Act 2018

• collaborated with Commonwealth agencies and the university sector to produce the University Foreign Interference 
Taskforce Guidelines, released in November 2019, to help preserve the integrity of Australia’s world-class higher 
education system while fostering a positive security culture

• secured various rounds of funding to improve capability, including $34.8 million in the 2019–20 Budget to enhance 
our ability to detect, monitor and respond to potential foreign interference, $87.8 million in the 2019–20 MYEFO to 
establish the ASIO–led Counter Foreign Interference Taskforce, and $11.3 million in the 2020–21 Budget to establish 
the Counter Foreign Interference Coordination Centre, with additional dedicated regional outreach and support for 
governments and at-risk sectors across Australia

• established the Electoral Integrity and Assurance Taskforce to monitor and respond to potential threats to the 
integrity of election processes, including from foreign interference. 

PROTECT AUSTRALIA’S SOVEREIGNTY
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The ongoing impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and our ever-evolving operating environment will continue to alter how  
the Portfolio delivers on our mission to maintain a prosperous, secure and united Australia. Notwithstanding these impacts, 
all three elements remain as critical and interdependent as when Home Affairs was established. In our first three years,  
the Portfolio has consistently demonstrated that success in any one depends on joint success in the others. 

Security remains a fundamental prerequisite and safeguard for the prosperity and unity of a sovereign nation. However, 
security is not an end in and of itself. Rather, security is an integral part of everything that Home Affairs undertakes and is 
inextricably linked with Australia’s prosperity and unity outcomes as it engenders stability and makes Australia an attractive 
place to live and invest. Australia’s ongoing national security and resilience is critical to achieving a COVID-safe future for 
Australians, including our broader economic recovery. Similarly, as the global pandemic has given rise to new forms of 
disinformation and avenues to undermine the strength of our institutions, the Portfolio’s mature capabilities have enabled 
stronger defences to counter foreign interference and ethno-religious intolerance.

The Portfolio will play a critical role in supporting the recovery of the Australian economy, the resumption of non-essential 
travel and the return of international tourism, education and business through the safe and gradual reopening of Australia’s 
borders. New challenges and opportunities will continue to arise that change how we work. Whether responding to global 
shocks or more localised disruptions, we will be better prepared for uncertainty, more strategically aware, increasingly able 
to rapidly upscale and well positioned to overcome new problems that may challenge our mission.

LOOKING FORWARD —  
A PROSPEROUS, SECURE  
AND UNITED AUSTRALIA
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	The Australian Government established the Home Affairs Portfolio in December 2017, with the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation joining in May 2018. The Portfolio’s establishment integrated key elements of Australia’s national security and intelligence community to more effectively manage and meet the threats of today’s world, while retaining the statutory and operational independence of all Portfolio agencies. 
	The Australian Government established the Home Affairs Portfolio in December 2017, with the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation joining in May 2018. The Portfolio’s establishment integrated key elements of Australia’s national security and intelligence community to more effectively manage and meet the threats of today’s world, while retaining the statutory and operational independence of all Portfolio agencies. 
	The Portfolio’s structure enables more effective strategic planning and coordination, facilitates greater information and intelligence sharing, and enlivens opportunities to streamline common administrative functions. In doing so, we are able to effectively bolster the operational capabilities of each Portfolio agency. 
	Home Affairs: The First Three Years outlines how the integration and alignment of our capabilities, expertise and powers have enabled our achievements to date. It sets out how we have delivered on Australian Government priorities with results that matter and provides an analysis of future challenges and opportunities in our operating environment. Since establishment, we have harnessed our collective strengths to achieve our enduring purpose—an Australia that is Prosperous, Secure and United. We have achieve
	The COVID-19 pandemic has dramatically impacted all Australians. However, it has not altered Home Affairs’ focus on delivering against our 10 key strategic priorities. The Portfolio’s scale, collective strength and agility enables us to play a leading role in responding to the challenges that Australia faces. We continue to deliver the Portfolio’s core business for all Australians as we support economic and social recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic.
	Our capability and agile state of readiness was demonstrated through the significant contributions of Emergency Management Australia, with support from across Home Affairs, to the Australian Government response to the 2019–20 bushfires. Most recently, Home Affairs has been key to the non-health whole-of-Government response to protecting our country and community from the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic. Drawing again on our scale, operational strengths and agility, we have demonstrated our ability to respon
	 
	 

	We have fostered greater prosperity by adopting new capabilities and enhancing opportunities for individuals, business and industry with new technologies, stable financial systems and a more secure cyber space. Similarly, Home Affairs has facilitated more efficient trade and travel, and managed migration in a manner that promotes the greatest social and economic benefit to Australia. We continue to ensure Australia remains a safe place to live, invest, study, work and do business, while our efforts to promo
	Much has been achieved in our first three years. However, more will be done to harness future opportunities and prepare for emerging threats. The Portfolio will bolster Australia’s economic resilience, competitiveness and prosperity through the Global Business and Talent Attraction Taskforce. To further aid economic growth, we will ensure a safe, selective and gradual re-opening of Australia’s borders with appropriate mitigations that safeguard the health and safety of all Australians. Using our established
	We commend the work of our staff over our first three years and look forward to continued collaboration as a Portfolio into the future. 
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	The Home Affairs Portfolio brings together the Department of Home Affairs (the Department), the Australian Border Force (ABF), the Australian Federal Police (AFP), the Australian Criminal Intelligence Commission (ACIC) including the Australian Institute of Criminology (AIC), the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation (ASIO), and the Australian Transaction Reports and Analysis Centre (AUSTRAC). 
	The Home Affairs Portfolio brings together the Department of Home Affairs (the Department), the Australian Border Force (ABF), the Australian Federal Police (AFP), the Australian Criminal Intelligence Commission (ACIC) including the Australian Institute of Criminology (AIC), the Australian Security Intelligence Organisation (ASIO), and the Australian Transaction Reports and Analysis Centre (AUSTRAC). 
	The achievements against our key priorities within Home Affairs: The First Three Years demonstrate the interdependent nature of the Portfolio’s three purposes—Prosperity, Security and Unity. All of the Portfolio’s functions and activities contribute to these purposes, and all three are inextricably linked in how they are achieved. The Portfolio’s structure facilitates collaboration and sustained joint-agency efforts across and towards the delivery of these purposes.
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	We are responsible for managing migration and visa programs in a manner that maximises the cultural and economic benefits of immigration. Accordingly, we will support Australia’s economic recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic by ensuring the retention of skilled work for critical sectors and facilitating investment and innovation. In line with the Australian Government’s expectations for efficient delivery of services, we have achieved year-on-year improvements to productivity in the delivery of the visa prog
	We are responsible for managing migration and visa programs in a manner that maximises the cultural and economic benefits of immigration. Accordingly, we will support Australia’s economic recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic by ensuring the retention of skilled work for critical sectors and facilitating investment and innovation. In line with the Australian Government’s expectations for efficient delivery of services, we have achieved year-on-year improvements to productivity in the delivery of the visa prog
	 

	In our first three years, Home Affairs:
	launched the Global Talent Visa Program in November 2019 as a streamlined visa pathway for highly skilled professionals to work and live permanently in Australia, while making meaningful contributions to Australia’s economic prosperity
	• 
	 

	committed to increasingly digital, convenient and personalised service delivery, with online visa applications growing from 88 to 96 per cent between 2017–18 and 2019–20, and growing visits to the Department’s redesigned website
	• 
	 

	consolidated three Departmental call centres in London, Ottawa and Sydney in March 2018 to a single onshore contracted service provider and subsequently reduced call wait time by over 700 per cent and decreased complaints by 53 per cent 
	• 

	developed and deployed 72 new predictive analytic models in 2019 to increase the detection of non-genuine visa applications and identify immigration non-compliance indicators in the Student, Visitor, Electronic Travel Authority and Working Holiday visa programs
	• 

	trialled an online Virtual Assistant (VA) to support clients to quickly find relevant information online, with responses to over 210,000 immigration and citizenship enquiries and subsequent expansion to assist clients with enquiries relating to COVID-19 border restrictions 
	• 

	continued successful delivery of the Migration Program under adjusted policy settings despite significant impacts due to the COVID-19 pandemic and associated travel restrictions. These initiatives included implementing a series of measures to support temporary visa holders, protect the health of the community, safeguard job opportunities for Australians, support critical sectors and assist with economic recovery post-COVID-19.
	• 


	The Portfolio, through the ABF, facilitates cross-border trade and travel and leads the Australian Government’s customs and border modernisation agenda to deliver seamless, secure and digital systems and services. The ABF plays a critical role in preventing, deterring and detecting the unlawful importation or exportation of prohibited goods. We are continuously adapting and managing existing pressures by leading trade facilitation, compliance and enforcement reforms. As Australia’s customs service, the ABF 
	The Portfolio, through the ABF, facilitates cross-border trade and travel and leads the Australian Government’s customs and border modernisation agenda to deliver seamless, secure and digital systems and services. The ABF plays a critical role in preventing, deterring and detecting the unlawful importation or exportation of prohibited goods. We are continuously adapting and managing existing pressures by leading trade facilitation, compliance and enforcement reforms. As Australia’s customs service, the ABF 
	In our first three years, Home Affairs:
	facilitated over $1 trillion in exports and  nearly $900 billion in imports that relied on the Portfolio’s systems and channels, with over 15 million import and export entries since 1 January 2018
	• 

	detained  thousands of consignments of PPE destined for offshore users and provided them to the National Medical Stockpile to ensure essential supplies stayed within Australia for the benefit of the Australian community
	• 

	enhanced legitimate traveller systems and technology through the implementation of biometrically-enabled SmartGates—a $96.3 million ‘Seamless Traveller’ initiative which allows streamlined, self-processing of air travellers’ clearance, reduces airport congestion and improves traveller experience 
	• 

	expanded the Australian Trusted Trader Program to foster partnerships with industry, boost trade competition, alleviate regulatory burden at the border and enable the ABF to better focus its resources at the border, with 777  accredited businesses at 30 September 2020 that are responsible for nearly one fifth of Australia’s trade by value 
	• 

	chaired the Asia Pacific Economic Cooperation (APEC) Business Mobility Group in 2019 with the aim of facilitating legitimate travel for business through the APEC Business Travel Card Scheme and supported the exchange of information between member economies on regulatory regimes and immigration processes
	• 

	facilitated the entry of millions of short term visitors to Australia, growing significantly from 2017 to 2019 before border closures reduced arrivals to very low levels of essential travellers and repatriations throughout the COVID-19 shock in 2020. 
	• 
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	FIGHT CRIME
	FIGHT CRIME

	We lead Australian Government efforts to detect, deter and respond to criminal actors operating both onshore and offshore who wish to do harm to Australia. The establishment of the Home Affairs Portfolio has enabled stronger and more integrated strategy, policy and operations to counter the growing threat of criminal activity. We deliver a range of coordinated national law enforcement functions, including outcomes related to financial crime (anti-money laundering, counter-terrorism financing, financial inte
	We lead Australian Government efforts to detect, deter and respond to criminal actors operating both onshore and offshore who wish to do harm to Australia. The establishment of the Home Affairs Portfolio has enabled stronger and more integrated strategy, policy and operations to counter the growing threat of criminal activity. We deliver a range of coordinated national law enforcement functions, including outcomes related to financial crime (anti-money laundering, counter-terrorism financing, financial inte
	In our first three years, Home Affairs:
	detected Australia’s largest ever onshore methamphetamine (ice) seizure, worth more than $1 billion in June 2019, leading to three people being charged over the importation of more than 1.6 tonnes of illicit drugs—equal to almost 16 million drug deals 
	• 

	strengthened the Commonwealth framework for child sexual abuse offences and addressed difficulties that operational agencies face in investigating and prosecuting new child sexual abuse-related trends, including child like sex dolls, through the Combatting Child Sexual Exploitation Legislation Amendment Act 2019
	• 

	worked with the Attorney-General’s Department to further strengthen the Commonwealth framework of child sex offences through the Crimes Legislation Amendment (Sexual Crimes Against Children and Community Protection Measures) Act 2020, inserting several new offences into the Criminal Code Act 1995, increasing maximum penalties, including up to life imprisonment, and introducing mandatory minimum sentences for serious and repeat Commonwealth child sex offences
	• 

	provided Document Verification Services to over 140 government agencies and 1400 businesses during 2020 as demand increased significantly during national COVID-19 response efforts
	• 

	finalised agreement to a $700 million penalty in June 2018 for the Commonwealth Bank of Australia to resolve proceedings in the Federal Court of Australia relating to 53,750 breaches of the Anti-Money Laundering and Counter-Terrorism Financing Act 2006 (AML/CTF Act), and a $1.3 billion penalty for Westpac Banking Corporation in September 2020 in response to over 23 million contraventions of the AML/CTF Act 
	• 

	developed consistent response approaches to the production, importation and distribution of drugs into and across Australia, including leading the Whole of Government Drugs Strategy and the Home Affairs Portfolio Illicit Drug Action Plan, announced on 20 November 2019
	• 

	established the AFP-led Australian Centre for Countering Child Exploitation in 2018 to ensure a consistent, holistic and coordinated response to combat child exploitation, bringing together specialist expertise, non-government organisations, industry, academic bodies and law enforcement partners in Australia and overseas 
	• 

	enhanced Australia’s ability to disrupt and dismantle criminal business models through the establishment and continued implementation of the 2018 National Strategy to Fight Transnational Serious and Organised Crime 
	• 

	supported the financial services industry to re-evaluate its compliance with the AML/CTF Act, concurrent with the Royal Commission into Misconduct in the Banking, Superannuation and Financial Services Industry, leading to a 258 per cent increase in reports of suspicious financial activity since 2016–17 (265,459 reports in 2019–20) and a 53 per cent increase in reports of international transfers since 2016–17 (over 165 million reports in 2019–20)
	• 
	 

	empowered the ABF to immediately dispose of and destroy prohibited tobacco when it is seized at the border under the Customs Amendment (Immediate Destruction of Illicit Tobacco) Act 2019 which took effect from 3 October 2019 
	• 

	affirmed Australia’s international leadership role in combating modern slavery in global supply chains through our continued implementation of the Modern Slavery Act 2018, development of the National Action Plan to Combat Modern Slavery 2020–25 and hosted Australia’s first Modern Slavery Conference for over 400 delegates from 18 countries and a range of international keynote speakers from foreign governments and global businesses.
	• 
	 


	AUSTRAC’s enforcement action concurrent with the Royal Commission into Financial Services, has driven the financial services industry to re-evaluate its compliance with Australia’s anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing regime. This change has translated into a significant increase in reporting of transactions and compliance breaches, including:
	AUSTRAC’s enforcement action concurrent with the Royal Commission into Financial Services, has driven the financial services industry to re-evaluate its compliance with Australia’s anti-money laundering and counter-terrorism financing regime. This change has translated into a significant increase in reporting of transactions and compliance breaches, including:
	 
	 
	 

	a 258 per cent increase in the reporting of suspicious financial activity since 2016–17 (to 265,459 reports in 2019–20), and
	• 

	a 53 per cent increase in the reporting of international transfers since 2016–17 (to more than 165 million reports in 2019–20).
	• 


	Our efforts to protect Australia’s air and maritime borders support the economy by ensuring optimal conditions for the secure movement of people and goods over our borders and boosting Australia’s international competitiveness as a trading nation. Since establishment, we have enhanced frontline border law enforcement and customs policies to protect the integrity of Australia’s borders. While 2020 saw unprecedented travel restrictions as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, Australia’s borders did not close en
	Our efforts to protect Australia’s air and maritime borders support the economy by ensuring optimal conditions for the secure movement of people and goods over our borders and boosting Australia’s international competitiveness as a trading nation. Since establishment, we have enhanced frontline border law enforcement and customs policies to protect the integrity of Australia’s borders. While 2020 saw unprecedented travel restrictions as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic, Australia’s borders did not close en
	 
	 

	In our first three years, Home Affairs:
	established the Illicit Tobacco Taskforce on 1 July 2018 as part of the Australian Government’s Black Economy Package, as an ABF-led, multi-agency taskforce comprised of the Department, ACIC, AUSTRAC, the Commonwealth Director of Public Prosecutions and the Australian Taxation Office, with detections of undeclared tobacco imports representing approximately $426 million in evaded revenue
	• 
	 
	 
	 

	increased year-on-year detections of conventional firearms, parts and accessories, rising to 2541 detections in 2019–20 from 2007 in 2017–18. From 1 January 2018 to 30 September 2020 we detected over 67,000 major illicit drugs and precursors and over 1500 tonnes of illicit tobacco
	• 

	played a key role repatriating over 19,600 Australians and New Zealand citizens, including 700 people from Wuhan and Tokyo following disembarkation from the Diamond Princess, and the rapid stand-up of quarantine facilities at North West Point and Howard Springs
	• 
	 

	successfully deterred irregular migration, while reducing the regional processing population in Nauru and Papua New Guinea to 291 in September 2020, from 1911 at 1 January 2018 
	• 

	strengthened port security through the use of enhanced aviation and maritime security identification cards, finalised in May 2019 with improved security features to make cards easier to verify, harder to replicate and more protective of card holders’ identities
	• 

	collaborated with the ABF, AFP, the Australian Defence Force and NSW Police in August 2020 to detect Australia’s largest cocaine shipment—1.8 tonnes of cocaine off the coast of Newcastle with a street value of approximately $850 million 
	• 

	significantly strengthened aviation security processes following the successful disruption of a 2017 Sydney terrorist attack plot, including piece-level screening of all international air cargo regardless of destination, mobile boarding passes for all flights, additional explosive and firearm detector dog capabilities, and sophisticated new security screening equipment 
	• 

	supported wildlife authorities through Operation BLIZZARD to execute seven search warrants against suspected illegal traders across Australia, and conducted 51 wildlife compliance inspections that resulted in 17 detections of non-compliance.
	• 


	SECURE THE AIR AND MARITIME BORDER
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	We have enhanced coordination of counter-terrorism through national efforts to secure the safety of Australians and strengthen Commonwealth, state, and territory capability to respond to and recover from terrorism events. Through the Commonwealth Counter-Terrorism Coordination Centre and the Australia-New Zealand Counter-Terrorism Committee (ANZCTC), we are updating Australia’s 2015 national Counter Terrorism Strategy to reflect changes in the strategic environment and Australia’s evolving approach to addre
	We have enhanced coordination of counter-terrorism through national efforts to secure the safety of Australians and strengthen Commonwealth, state, and territory capability to respond to and recover from terrorism events. Through the Commonwealth Counter-Terrorism Coordination Centre and the Australia-New Zealand Counter-Terrorism Committee (ANZCTC), we are updating Australia’s 2015 national Counter Terrorism Strategy to reflect changes in the strategic environment and Australia’s evolving approach to addre
	In our first three years, Home Affairs:
	chaired the first Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN)-Australia Counter-Terrorism Conference on 17 March 2018, leading to the Memorandum of Understanding between ASEAN and Australia on Co-operation to Counter International Terrorism
	• 
	 
	 

	strengthened our counter-terrorism capability through the Counter-Terrorism Legislation Amendment Act 2018, which included extending the operation of the control order regime, preventative detention order regime, declared area offences, and stop, search, and seize powers, and the Telecommunications and Other Legislation Amendment (Assistance and Access) Act 2018, which provided police and security agencies with the contemporary framework to work in the increasingly complex digital environment, while maintai
	• 

	established the National Intelligence Community Counter-Terrorism Discovery Program, consisting of embedded officers from ASIO, AFP, ACIC, AUSTRAC and the Department
	• 

	provided resources, support and 15 additional AFP members to provide investigations, intelligence, forensics and other specialist support to the Sri Lanka Police following the coordinated 2019 Sri Lanka Easter bombings
	• 

	supported the introduction of the temporary exclusion orders scheme to delay Australians of counter-terrorism interest from re-entering Australia under the Counter-Terrorism (Temporary Exclusion Orders) Act 2019
	• 

	co-hosted the fifth Counter-Terrorism Financing Summit, with the Philippines’ Anti-Money Laundering Council and the Indonesian Financial Transaction Reports and Analysis Centre, in November 2019 in the Philippines, bringing together more than 350 global leaders and specialists in financial intelligence from 29 countries 
	• 

	worked with Australian Communications and Media Authority, Civil Aviation Safety Authority, and states and territories to develop the inaugural ANZCTC Counter-Remotely Piloted Aircraft Systems (C-RPAS) Procedures Manual in accordance with the Radiocommunications Act 1992 and Civil Aviation Safety Regulations 1998.
	• 


	COUNTER-TERRORISM
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	We are responsible for coordinating the whole-of-government approach to cyber security and lead the national effort to safeguard Australia’s critical infrastructure against sabotage, espionage and coercion. This includes policy development, coordination and industry regulation, and working closely with states and territories to strengthen their cyber security capabilities. Through the Critical Infrastructure Centre, we work with owners, operators and state and territory regulators to identify and mitigate r
	We are responsible for coordinating the whole-of-government approach to cyber security and lead the national effort to safeguard Australia’s critical infrastructure against sabotage, espionage and coercion. This includes policy development, coordination and industry regulation, and working closely with states and territories to strengthen their cyber security capabilities. Through the Critical Infrastructure Centre, we work with owners, operators and state and territory regulators to identify and mitigate r
	In our first three years, Home Affairs:
	delivered Industry Summits in October 2018 in Sydney, November 2019 in Melbourne and virtually in November 2020 to strategically engage with industry on Portfolio-wide issues including cyber security, customs and border modernisation, national resilience and combatting modern slavery, with up to 500 delegates representing senior leaders of industry, government, diplomatic corps and academia at each event
	• 

	conducted over 1400 national security risk assessments in support of Australia’s foreign investment screening process, with over 600 in 2019–20 alone, providing an avenue through which we can put in place mitigations to address national security risks identified in foreign investment, acquisition and ownership of Australia’s critical infrastructure
	• 

	worked with states and territories to develop Australia’s first Cyber Incident Management Arrangements for inter-jurisdictional coordination arrangements and principles for cooperation in response to national cyber incidents, as agreed to by COAG on 12 December 2018
	• 
	 

	implemented the Security of Critical Infrastructure Act 2018 in April 2018 with measures to protect assets in the electricity, water, gas and ports sectors from espionage, sabotage and foreign interference and provide greater visibility of foreign ownership and control
	• 

	coordinated  a week of global action in November 2019 involving domestic law enforcement, Europol and Eurojust, and law enforcement agencies in 16 countries, with 85 search warrants issued, resulting in 13 arrests and 434 items seized
	• 
	 
	 

	established the Supermarket Taskforce on 18 March 2020 within the Department to bring together major supermarkets, relevant peak bodies and representatives from state and territory governments to resolve supermarket issues in the COVID-19 pandemic
	• 

	developed Australia’s Cyber Security Strategy 2020 and the Protecting Critical Infrastructure and Systems of National Significance Consultation Paper in support of Australia’s cyber security and critical infrastructure resilience.
	• 


	SECURE CYBER SYSTEMS, CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE AND SYSTEMS OF NATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE
	SECURE CYBER SYSTEMS, CRITICAL INFRASTRUCTURE AND SYSTEMS OF NATIONAL SIGNIFICANCE
	 


	AFP’s week of global action in November 2019 involved domestic lawenforcement, Europol and Eurojust, and law enforcement agencies in 16 countriesŁ Eighty-five search warrants were issued, resulting in 13 arrests and 434 items seizedŁ
	AFP’s week of global action in November 2019 involved domestic lawenforcement, Europol and Eurojust, and law enforcement agencies in 16 countriesŁ Eighty-five search warrants were issued, resulting in 13 arrests and 434 items seizedŁ
	 
	 
	 


	The Portfolio supports national resilience through the effective coordination of national emergency preparedness, response efforts and recovery assistance. This includes working across all governments and with the private sector to coordinate national emergency management capabilities and programs that enhance Australia’s ability to reduce the impact of disasters on Australian communities and ensure they can recover and thrive in their aftermath. The 2019–20 bushfires and COVID-19 pandemic demonstrated how 
	The Portfolio supports national resilience through the effective coordination of national emergency preparedness, response efforts and recovery assistance. This includes working across all governments and with the private sector to coordinate national emergency management capabilities and programs that enhance Australia’s ability to reduce the impact of disasters on Australian communities and ensure they can recover and thrive in their aftermath. The 2019–20 bushfires and COVID-19 pandemic demonstrated how 
	In our first three years, Home Affairs: 
	established the National Resilience Taskforce to lead national reforms to reduce the impact and financial burden of disasters on the community and economy, with contributions from numerous government agencies at all levels and relevant non-government organisations 
	• 

	eleven disaster events were notified under Disaster Recovery Funding Arrangements and National Disaster Relief and Recovery Arrangements, with over $370 million of assistance provided under these financial assistance arrangements
	• 

	delivered $26.1 million in targeted investments to states and territories through the Preparing Australia Package, announced in December 2018, including to the National Aerial Firefighting Centre, next generation National Fire Danger Rating System, trialling a Public Safety Mobile Broadband capability and ensuring availability of the national Emergency Alert System
	• 

	established the National Coordination Mechanism to coordinate nationally consistent approaches to non-health planning and response challenges of the COVID-19 pandemic, which included more than 140 meetings across 30 sectors, cross-jurisdictional efforts for supply chain vulnerabilities, support to vulnerable people, and access to essential goods and services in light of cross-border controls
	• 
	 

	stood-up the Mental Health Policy Taskforce to progress longer-term initiatives to support the mental health of emergency services personnel, including the design and development of the first mental health national action plan to improve mental health outcomes of these personnel
	• 

	supported the Victorian Aged Care Response Centre following outbreaks in Victorian aged care facilities, with multi-disciplinary teams providing in-person prevention visits for infection control and prevention measures to all 679 metropolitan and regional aged care facilities
	• 

	produced intelligence reports and assessments on various topics during the COVID-19 pandemic, with 328 COVID-19 intelligence products produced at 30 September 2020.
	• 


	MANAGE EMERGENCIES AND BUILD RESILIENCE
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	SOCIAL COHESION
	SOCIAL COHESION

	Home Affairs enhances Australia’s social cohesion, advocates for a successful multicultural Australia and supports all Australians to remain engaged in the mutual obligations of active citizenship through positive engagements with community, education and training and employment. This includes enhancing citizenship, resettlement, multicultural and community engagement programs. Australia’s social cohesion is also a primary enabler of our national security, and makes us more resilient against terrorism, viol
	Home Affairs enhances Australia’s social cohesion, advocates for a successful multicultural Australia and supports all Australians to remain engaged in the mutual obligations of active citizenship through positive engagements with community, education and training and employment. This includes enhancing citizenship, resettlement, multicultural and community engagement programs. Australia’s social cohesion is also a primary enabler of our national security, and makes us more resilient against terrorism, viol
	 
	 

	In our first three years, Home Affairs:
	 improved  the efficiency of Australia’s Citizenship Program between 2017–18 and 2019–20, with citizenship conferral acquisitions rising 154 per cent to 204,817 new citizens. The proportion of citizenship applications online increased to 83 per cent, with over 87,000 applicants acquiring citizenship through online ceremonies between March and September 2020
	• 

	delivered over 11,000 engagements through the Community Liaison Officer Network, including extensive engagements to support newly settled refugee communities in Queensland following the February 2019 flood disaster, and Islamic communities across Australia following the March 2019 Christchurch terrorist attacks
	• 

	implemented $71 million worth of social cohesion initiatives to support young humanitarian entrants, grants to 42 organisations to assist newly arrived migrants and administration of the Community Languages Schools Multicultural Grants Program to help young Australians learn another language and connect to the languages of their community
	• 
	 
	 

	developed the cross-Portfolio Fostering Integration Grants package to support social cohesion initiatives that foster belonging and breakdown barriers to economic participation, with grants valued at $9.3 million awarded to 225 organisations in 2019 
	• 

	strengthened the Australian citizenship test from 15 November 2020 through the addition of new questions on Australian values to ensure our newest citizens are committed to the values that unite us as Australians
	• 

	led Australian Government efforts to identify, assess and make recommendations to counter COVID-19 misinformation, disinformation and scams, with over 80 reports and 280 referrals to digital industry and law enforcement agencies since March 2020, and implemented a dedicated website to communicate key COVID-19 information in up to 63 languages.
	• 


	We manage Australia’s Refugee and Humanitarian Program in line with Australian Government priorities and our international protection obligations to ensure Australia supports the world’s most vulnerable people through the resettlement of refugees. The Department’s humanitarian pathways are orderly and robust, and ensure support for those most in need. Australia is proud to offer one of the world’s most generous resettlement programs, on both an absolute and per capita basis.
	We manage Australia’s Refugee and Humanitarian Program in line with Australian Government priorities and our international protection obligations to ensure Australia supports the world’s most vulnerable people through the resettlement of refugees. The Department’s humanitarian pathways are orderly and robust, and ensure support for those most in need. Australia is proud to offer one of the world’s most generous resettlement programs, on both an absolute and per capita basis.
	In our first three years, Home Affairs:
	 delivered over 1000 Community Support Program grants since January 2018 to support humanitarian applicants become financially self-sufficient within 12 months of arrival by linking them with employers and providing support in lodging visa applications
	• 

	appointed the Commonwealth Coordinator-General for Migrant Services in late 2019 to work across government and with stakeholders to drive better settlement outcomes, including a lead role in the reform of the Commonwealth’s contribution to English language acquisition for migrants and refugees
	• 

	reconnected the settlement services function to immigration, migrant services and citizenship, streamlining the end-to-end immigration experience with a view to further strengthen integration outcomes and ensure Australia builds on its cohesive social and civic foundations
	• 
	 

	improved English language skills among new migrants through the Adult Migrant English Program, transferred to the Department in 2019, assisting them to successfully and confidently participate in Australian society
	• 

	worked with regional communities across all levels of government to increase the number of humanitarian entrants settled in regional Australia
	• 

	increased  the proportion of vulnerable women and children included in the Humanitarian Program, from 13 per cent in 2017–18 to 21 per cent in 2019–20. 
	• 


	MANAGE REFUGEE AND HUMANITARIAN ISSUES
	MANAGE REFUGEE AND HUMANITARIAN ISSUES

	We have strengthened our ability to ensure independent decision-making, the integrity of our public institutions and the public’s confidence in our ability to protect Australia’s sovereignty. Through the National Counter Foreign Interference Coordinator, we lead a coordinated national effort across Australian governments, with the private and civil sectors, wider community and international partners, to strengthen Australia’s response to foreign interference and build resilience in the parts of our society 
	We have strengthened our ability to ensure independent decision-making, the integrity of our public institutions and the public’s confidence in our ability to protect Australia’s sovereignty. Through the National Counter Foreign Interference Coordinator, we lead a coordinated national effort across Australian governments, with the private and civil sectors, wider community and international partners, to strengthen Australia’s response to foreign interference and build resilience in the parts of our society 
	In our first three years, Home Affairs:
	enhanced Commonwealth legislative defences to foreign interference through the National Security Legislation Amendment (Espionage and Foreign Interference) Act 2018, the Foreign Influence Transparency Scheme Act 2018, the Security of Critical Infrastructure Act 2018 and the Electoral Funding Act 2018
	• 

	collaborated with Commonwealth agencies and the university sector to produce the University Foreign Interference Taskforce Guidelines, released in November 2019, to help preserve the integrity of Australia’s world-class higher education system while fostering a positive security culture
	• 

	secured various rounds of funding to improve capability, including $34.8 million in the 2019–20 Budget to enhance our ability to detect, monitor and respond to potential foreign interference, $87.8 million in the 2019–20 MYEFO to establish the ASIO–led Counter Foreign Interference Taskforce, and $11.3 million in the 2020–21 Budget to establish the Counter Foreign Interference Coordination Centre, with additional dedicated regional outreach and support for governments and at-risk sectors across Australia
	• 

	established the Electoral Integrity and Assurance Taskforce to monitor and respond to potential threats to the integrity of election processes, including from foreign interference. 
	• 


	PROTECT AUSTRALIA’S SOVEREIGNTY
	PROTECT AUSTRALIA’S SOVEREIGNTY

	The ongoing impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and our ever-evolving operating environment will continue to alter how the Portfolio delivers on our mission to maintain a prosperous, secure and united Australia. Notwithstanding these impacts, all three elements remain as critical and interdependent as when Home Affairs was established. In our first three years, the Portfolio has consistently demonstrated that success in any one depends on joint success in the others. 
	The ongoing impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and our ever-evolving operating environment will continue to alter how the Portfolio delivers on our mission to maintain a prosperous, secure and united Australia. Notwithstanding these impacts, all three elements remain as critical and interdependent as when Home Affairs was established. In our first three years, the Portfolio has consistently demonstrated that success in any one depends on joint success in the others. 
	 
	 

	Security remains a fundamental prerequisite and safeguard for the prosperity and unity of a sovereign nation. However, security is not an end in and of itself. Rather, security is an integral part of everything that Home Affairs undertakes and is inextricably linked with Australia’s prosperity and unity outcomes as it engenders stability and makes Australia an attractive place to live and invest. Australia’s ongoing national security and resilience is critical to achieving a COVID-safe future for Australian
	The Portfolio will play a critical role in supporting the recovery of the Australian economy, the resumption of non-essential travel and the return of international tourism, education and business through the safe and gradual reopening of Australia’s borders. New challenges and opportunities will continue to arise that change how we work. Whether responding to global shocks or more localised disruptions, we will be better prepared for uncertainty, more strategically aware, increasingly able to rapidly upsca

	LOOKING FORWARD — A PROSPEROUS, SECURE AND UNITED AUSTRALIA
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	PROSPEROUS
	PROSPEROUS

	Through our unique capabilities, powers and activities we contribute to Australia’s prosperity by enabling a globally connected and open economy and society.
	Through our unique capabilities, powers and activities we contribute to Australia’s prosperity by enabling a globally connected and open economy and society.

	SECURE
	SECURE

	Together we will protect Australia and Australians from key national security and criminal threats.
	Together we will protect Australia and Australians from key national security and criminal threats.
	 


	UNITED
	UNITED

	We celebrate Australia’s multicultural society and safeguard our democracy by building community resilience and engendering respect for Australia’s shared values and institutions, our way of life and the rule of law.
	We celebrate Australia’s multicultural society and safeguard our democracy by building community resilience and engendering respect for Australia’s shared values and institutions, our way of life and the rule of law.
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